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1 Introduction

Human action recognition is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. It is important for a wide range of applications, such as video indexing and surveillance, but also image search. It is a challenging task due to the variety of human appearances and poses. Most existing methods for action recognition either learn a spatio-temporal model of an action [3, 4, 5] or are based on human pose [6, 7]. Spatio-temporal models measure the motion characteristics for a human action. They are, for example, based on bags of space-time interest points [3, 8, 9] or represent the human action as a distribution over motion features localized in space and time [5, 4, 10]. Pose-based models learn the characteristic human poses from still images. The pose can, for example, be represented by a histogram-of-gradient (HOG) [7, 11] or based on shape correspondences [6].

Our approach, in contrast, defines an action as the interaction between a human and an object. Interactions are often the main characteristic of an action (fig. 1). For example, the action ‘tennis serve’ can be described as a human holding a tennis racket in a certain position. Characteristic features are the object racket and its spatial relation to the human. Similarly, the actions ‘riding bike’ and ‘wearing a hat’ are defined by an object and its relation to the human.

In this paper we introduce a weakly supervised approach for learning interaction models between humans and objects from a set of images depicting an action. We automatically localize the relevant object as well as its spatial relation to the human (fig. 1). Our approach is weakly supervised in that it can learn from images annotated only with the action label, without being given the location of humans nor objects.

Most related to our approach are the works of Yao et al. [2] and Gupta et al. [1] who also learn human-object spatial interactions. However, these approaches operate in a fully supervised setting, requiring training images with annotated object locations as well as human silhouettes [1] or limb locations [2]. Another work by Yao et al. [12] deals with a somewhat different formulation of the human action recognition problem. Their goal is to discriminate subtle situations where a human is holding an object without using it versus a human performing a particular action with the object (e.g. ‘holding a violin’ vs ‘playing a violin’). Moreover this model requires manually localized humans both at training and testing time.
Also related is the work of [13], who model spatial relations between object classes such as cars and motorbikes, but in a fully supervised setting, and for object localization rather than action recognition.

1.1 Overview of the method

1.1.1 Training

Our method takes as input a set of training images showing the humans performing the action. Our approach runs over the following stages (fig. 2):

Figure 2: Overview of our approach. See main text for details.
(1) Detect humans in the training set (sec. 2). Our overall detector combines several detectors for different human parts, including face, upper-body, and fully body. This improves coverage as it can detect human at varying degrees of visibility. The detector provides the human reference frame necessary for modeling the spatial interaction with the object in stages (2) and (3).

(2) Localize the action object on the training set (sec. 3.1). The basic idea is to find an object recurring over many images at similar relative positions with respect to the human and with similar appearance between images. Related to our approach are weakly supervised methods for learning object classes [14, 15, 16], which attempt to find objects as recurring appearance patterns.

(3) Given the localized humans and objects from stages (1) and (2), learn the probability distribution of human-object spatial relations, such as relative location and relative size. This defines the human-object interaction model (sec. 3.4). Additionally we learn an object appearance classifier based on the localized objects from (2). This appearance classifier together with the human-object interaction model constitute the action model.

(4) Based on the information estimated in steps 1-3, we train a binary action classifier to decide whether a novel test image contains an instance of this action class (sec. 4).

1.1.2 Testing
Given a novel test image $I$ and $n$ different action models learned in the previous subsection, we want to assign one of the $n$ possible action labels to $I$ (fig. 2 bottom):

(1) Detect the single most prominent human in $I$.

(2) For each action model, find the best fitting location for the action object given the detected human, the human-object interaction model and the object appearance classifier.

(3) Compute different features based on the information extracted in (1) and (2).

(3) Classify $I$ in an action class, based on the information estimated in steps (1) and (4) (sec. 4). This uses the $n$ classifiers trained in sec. 1.1.1 stage (4).

1.2 Overview of the experiments
In sec. 5 we present experiments on the dataset of Gupta et al. [1] and on a new human-object interaction dataset. The new dataset and the corresponding annotations will be made available online upon acceptance of this paper. The experiments show that our method, learning with weak supervision only, obtains classification performance comparable to both [1] and [2]. This despite using only action labels for training, which is a far less supervision than what required by [1] and [2]. Moreover, our model learns meaningful human-object spatial relations.
Figure 3: Left: Detection windows returned by the individual detectors (Green: FB + UB1, Blue: UB2, Red: F). Right: corresponding regressed windows.

2 A part-based human detector

In real world images of human actions the person can be fully or partially visible (fig. 6, 10 and 11). In this context a single detector (full person, an upper-body or face) is insufficient. Our detector build on the one by Felzenszwalb et al. [17]; it trains several detectors for different human parts, adds a state-of-the-art face detector and learns how to combine the different part detectors. Our combination strategy goes beyond the maximum score selection strategy of [17] and is shown experimentally to outperform their approach (sec. 2.5). Furthermore, it provides the human reference frame necessary for modeling the spatial interaction with the object.

2.1 Individual part detectors.

We use four part detectors: one for the full human body (FB), two for the upper-body (UB1, UB2) and one for the face (F). For the fully body detector (FB) and the first upper-body detector (UB1) we use the two components of the human detector by [17] learnt on the the PASCAL VOC07 training data [18]. Note that we use the two components as two separate part detectors. For the second upper body detector (UB2) we train [17] on another dataset of near-frontal upper-bodies [19]. Therefore, UB2 is specialized to the frontal case, which occurs frequently in real images. Our experiments show UB2 to provide detections complementary to UB1 (sec. 2.5).

For the face detector (F) we use the technique of [20], which is similar to the popular Viola-Jones detector [21], but replaces the Haar features with local binary patterns, providing better robustness to illumination changes [22]. The detector is trained for both front and side views.

2.2 Mapping to a common reference frame.

As the detection windows returned by different detectors cover different areas of the human body, they must be mapped to a common reference frame before they can be combined. Here we learn regressors for this mapping (fig. 3).

For each part detector we learn a linear regressor $R(w, p)$ mapping a detection window $w$ to a common reference frame. A regressor $R$ is defined by

$$R(w, p) = (x - Wp_1, y - Hp_2, Wp_3, Wp_4)$$

2 Data available at http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/UpperBody.
where \( w = (x, y, W, H) \) is a detection window defined by the top-left co-ordinates \((x, y)\), its width \( W \) and its height \( H \). The regression parameters \( p = (p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4) \) are determined from the training data as follows.

We have a set of \( n \) training pairs of detection windows \( w_i \) and corresponding manually annotated ground-truth reference windows \( h_i \). We find the optimal regression parameters \( p^* \) as

\[
p^* = \arg \max_p \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{IoU}(h_i, R(w_i, p))
\]

where \( \text{IoU}(a, b) = |a \cap b|/|a \cup b| \) is the intersection-over-union between two windows \( a, b \). The optimal parameters \( p^* \) assure the best overlap between the mapped detection windows \( R(w_i, p) \) and the ground-truth references \( h_i \).

Fig. 4 shows an example of the original stickman annotation and the common reference frame derived from it. The height of the reference frame is given by the distance between the top point of the head stick and the mid point of the torso stick. The width is fixed to 90% of the height.

### 2.3 Clustering part detections.

After mapping detection windows from the part detectors to a common reference frame, detections of the same person result in similar windows. Therefore, we find small groups of detections corresponding to different persons by clustering all mapped detection windows for an image in the 4D space defined by their coordinates.

Clustering is performed with a weighted dynamic-bandwidth mean-shift algorithm based on [23]. At each iteration the bandwidth is set proportionally to the expected localization variance of the regressed windows (i.e. to the diagonal of the window defined by the center of the mean-shift kernel in the 4D space). This automatically adapts the clustering to the growing error of the part detectors with scale.

To achieve high recall it is important to set a very low threshold on the part detectors. This results in many false-positives which cause substantial drift in the traditional mean-shift procedure. To maintain a robust localization, at each iteration we compute the new cluster center as the mean of its members weighted by their detection scores. The final mean-shift location in the 4D space also gives a weighted average reference window for each cluster, which is typically more accurately localized than the individual part detections in the cluster.

### 2.4 Discriminative score combination.

Given a cluster \( C \) containing a set of part detections, the goal is to determine a single combined score for the cluster. Each cluster \( C \) has an associated representative detection window computed as the weighted mean of the part detection windows in \( C \).

To compute the score of a cluster, we use the 4D vector \( c \) where each dimension corresponds to one of the detectors. The value of an entry \( c_d \) is set to the maximum detection score for detector \( d \) within the cluster. If the cluster does not contain a detection for a detector \( d \), we set \( c_d = \tau_d \), with \( \tau_d \) the threshold at which the detector is operating (see sec. 2.5). Given the 4D
score vector for each cluster, we learn a linear SVM to separate positive (human detections) from negative examples. The score for a test image is then the confidence value of the SVM. Section 2.5 explains how we collect positive ($T^+$) and negative ($T^-$) training examples. The training set for this score-combiner SVM is the same used to train the regressors.

2.5 Experimental evaluation.

The experimental evaluation is carried out on the ETHZ PASCAL Stickmen dataset \cite{24}. It contains 549 images from the Pascal VOC 2008 person class. In each image, one person is annotated by line segments defining the position and orientation of the head, torso, upper and lower arms (fig. 4). As we want the common reference frame to be visible in most images, we set it as a square window starting from the top of the head and ending at the middle of the torso (fig. 3). Note that this choice has no effect on the combined human detector.

We build our positive training set $T^+$ out of the first 400 images and use the remaining 149 as a positive test set $S^+$. The negative examples are obtained from Caltech-101 \cite{25} as well as from PASCAL VOC \cite{26} \cite{27}. We end up with 5158 negative images: 3956 are randomly selected as the negative training set $T^-$ while the remaining form the negative test set $S^-$. The optimal regressor parameters $p^*$ are learnt on the positive training set $T^+$ (as described in sec. 2.2).

Figure 4: Example of an annotated image from the ETHZ PASCAL Stickmen dataset. Left: the original stickman annotation. Right: the common reference frame we derived from the sticks.

The score-combiner SVM is trained on the clusters obtained from the entire training set $T^+ \cup T^-$. All clusters from $T^-$ are labeled as negative examples. Clusters from $T^+$ are labeled as positive examples if their IoU with a ground-truth person is greater than 50%. All other clusters from $T^+$ are discarded, as their ground-truth label is unknown (although an image in ETHZ PASCAL Stickmen might contain multiple persons, only one is annotated). Note that before clustering we only keep detections scoring above a low threshold $\tau_d$, such as to remove weak detections likely to be false positives.

Fig. 5 shows a quantitative evaluation on our test set $S^+ \cup S^-$ as a precision-recall curve. The recall axis indicates the percentage of annotated humans that were correctly detected (true positives, IoU with the ground-truth greater than

\footnote{Available at http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~calvin/datasets.html.}
Figure 5: Precision-recall curve for the individual detectors and the combined ones. We consider a detection as correct when the Intersection-Over-Union (IoU) with a ground-truth annotation is at least 50%. In parenthesis are average precision values (AP), defined as the area under the respective curve.

50%). All detections in $S^-$ are counted as false positives. Notice how in $S^+$ only one human per image is annotated. Hence, only true positives in $S^+$ are counted in the evaluation and all other detections are discarded, as their ground-truth label is unknown. Precision is defined as the ratio between the number of true positives and the total number of detections at a certain recall value.

Our combined human detector UB1+FB+UB2+F brings a considerable increase in average precision compared to the state-of-the-art human detector of [17], which it incorporates. For a fair comparison, its detection windows are also regressed to a common reference frame (using the same regressor as in our combined detector).

Note that the person model of [17] uses its two components (FB and UB1) in a ‘max-score-first’ combination: if two detections from the two different components overlap by more than 50% IoU, then the lower scoring one is discarded. In the experiment UB1+FB we use our novel combination strategy to combine only the two components UB1 and FB. This performs significantly better than the original model [17], further demonstrating the power of our combination strategy. In all experiments all detection windows are regressed to the same common reference frame as ours.

Although the face detector performs much below the other detectors, it is valuable in close-up images, where the other detectors do not fire.
3 Learning human-object interactions

Figure 6: Two images with three candidate windows each. The blue boxes indicate the location of the human calculated by the detector. The green boxes show possible action object locations.

This section presents our human-object interaction model and how to learn it from weakly supervised images. The goal is to automatically determine the object relevant for the action as well as its spatial relation to the human. The intuition behind our human-object model is that some geometric properties relating the human to the action object are stable across different instances of the same action. Let’s imagine a human playing a trumpet: the trumpet is always at approximately the same relative distance with respect to the human. We model this intuition with spatial cues involving the human and the object. We measure them relative to the position and scale of the reference frame provided by the human detector from sec. 2. This makes the cues comparable between different images.

Our model (subsec. 3.1) incorporates several cues (subsec. 3.3). Some relate the human to the object while others are defined purely by the appearance of the object. Once the action objects have been localized in the images, we use them together with the human locations to learn probability distributions of human-object spatial relations (subsec. 3.4). Experimental results show that these relations are characteristic for the action, e.g. a bike is below the person riding it, whereas a hat is on top of the person wearing it (sec. 5). These distributions constitute our human-object interaction model.

3.1 The Human-Object model

Our model inputs a set of training images \( \{I^i\} \) showing an action (e.g. ‘tennis forehand’ (fig. 4 left) and ‘croquet’ (fig. 4 right)). We retain for each image \( i \) the single highest-scored human detection \( h^i \), and use it as an anchor for defining the human-object spatial relations. Furthermore, for each \( I^i \) we have a set \( X^i = \{b_j^i\} \) of candidate windows potentially containing the action object (fig. 4). We use the generic object detector 28 to select 500 windows likely to contain an objects rather than background (sec. 3.2).

Our goal is to select one window \( b_j^i \in X^i \) containing the action object for each image \( I^i \). We model this selection problem in energy minimization terms. Formally, the objective is to find the configuration \( B^* \) of windows (one window per image), so that the following energy is minimized.
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\[ E(B|H, \Theta) = \sum_{b^*_j \in B} \Theta_U(h^i, b^*_j) \]

\[ + \sum_{(b^*_j, b^*_m) \in B \times B} \Theta_H(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) + \sum_{(b^*_j, b^*_m) \in B \times B} \Theta_P(b^*_j, b^*_m) \]

We give here a brief overview of the terms in this model, and explain them in more detail in sec. 3.3.

\[ \Theta_U(h^i, b^*_j) = \theta_o(b^*_j) + \theta_a(h^i, b^*_j) \]

\[ \Theta_H(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) \]

\[ = \Delta_d(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) + \Delta_s(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) \]

\[ + \Delta_l(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) + \Delta_o(b^*_j, b^*_m, h^i, h^l) \]

Finally, \[ \Theta_P(b^*_j, b^*_m) \] is a sum of pairwise cues measuring the appearance similarity between pairs of candidate windows in different images. These cues prefer \[ B^* \] to contain windows of similar appearance across images. They are \[ \chi^2 \] distances on color histograms (\[ \Delta_c \]) and bag-of-visual-words descriptors (\[ \Delta_i \]).

\[ \Theta_P(b^*_j, b^*_m) = \Delta_c(b^*_j, b^*_m) + \Delta_i(b^*_j, b^*_m) \]

We normalize the range of all cues to \([0, 1]\) but do not perform any other reweighting beyond this.

Figure 7: A pair of training images from the ‘tennis serve’ action. Candidate windows are depicted as white boxes. We employ a fully connected model, meaning that pairwise potentials (green lines) connect each pair of candidate windows between each pair of training images.
As the pairwise terms connect all pairs of images, our model is fully connected. Every candidate window in an image is compared to every candidate window in another. Fig. 7 shows an illustration of the connectivity in our model. We perform inference on this model using the TRW-S algorithm \[29\] obtaining a very good approximation of the global optimum \( B^* = \arg \min E(B|\mathcal{H}, \Theta) \).

### 3.2 Candidate Windows

To obtain the candidate windows \( \mathcal{X} \) and the unary cue \( \theta_o \) we use the objectness measure of \[28\], which quantifies how likely it is for a window to contain an object of any class rather than background. Objectness is trained to distinguish windows containing an object with a well-defined boundary and center, such as cows and telephones, from amorphous background windows, such as grass and road. Objectness combines several image cues measuring distinctive characteristics of objects, such as appearing different from their surroundings, having a closed boundary, and sometimes begin unique within the image.

We use objectness as a location prior in our model, by evaluating it for all windows in an image and then sampling 500 windows according to their scores. These form the set of states for a node, i.e. the candidate windows the model can choose from.

This procedure brings two advantages. First, it greatly reduces the computational complexity of the optimization, which grows with the square of the number of windows (there are millions of windows in an image). Second, the sampled windows and their scores \( \theta_o \) attract the model toward selecting objects rather than background windows.

For the experiments we used the code of \[28\] available online without any modifications or tuning. It takes only about 3 seconds to compute candidate windows for one image.

### 3.3 Cues

#### Unary cues.

Each candidate window \( b \) is scored separately by the unary cues \( \theta_o \) and \( \theta_a \).

The cue \( \theta_o(b) = -\log(p_{obj}(b)) \), where \( p_{obj}(b) \in [0, 1] \) is the objectness probability \[28\] of \( b \) which measures how likely \( b \) is to contain an object of any class (sec. 3.2).

The cue \( \theta_a(h, b) = -\log(1 - \text{IoU}(h, b)) \) measures the overlap between a candidate window and the human \( h \) (with \( \text{IoU}(\cdot, \cdot) \in [0, 1] \)). It penalizes windows with a strong overlap with the human, since in most images of human-object interactions the object is near the human, but not on top of it. This cue proved to be very successful in suppressing trivial outputs such as selecting a window covering the human upper-body in every image, i.e. is the most frequently recurring pattern in human action datasets.

#### Human-object pairwise cues.

Candidate windows from two different images \( I^i, I^l \) are pairwise connected as shown in fig. 7. Human-object pairwise cues compare two windows \( b^i_j, b^l_m \) ac-

---

\[4\] Source code at www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~calvin/software.html.
cording to different spatial layout cues. We define 4 cues measuring different

![Diagram with four cues: Δs, Δd, Δo, Δl](image)

Figure 8: For each human-object cue we show three possible configurations of human-object windows. The two left-most configurations have a low pairwise energy, while the right-most has a high energy compared to any of the first two.

spatial relations between the human and the object (fig. 8). These cues prefer pairs of candidate windows with a similar spatial relation to the human in their respective images. Such recurring spatial relations are characteristic for the kind of human-object interactions we are interested in (e.g. tennis serve).

Let

\[ l(b^i_j, h^i) = ((x^i_j - x^i)/W^i, (y^i_j - y^i)/H^i) \]  

be the 2D location \( l(b^i_j, h^i) \) of a candidate object window \( b^i_j = (x^i_j, y^i_j, W^i_j, H^i_j) \) in the reference frame defined by the human \( h^i = (x^i, y^i, W^i, H^i) \) in image \( I^i \).

With this notation, the four cues are

1) The difference in the relative scale between the object and the human in the two images

\[ \Delta_s(b^i_j, b^i_m, h^i, h^i) = \max(a(h^i, b^i_j)/a(h^i, b^i_m), a(h^i, b^i_j)/a(h^i, b^i_j)) - 1 \]  

where

\[ a(h^i, b^i_j) = \text{area}(b^i_j)/\text{area}(h^i) \]  

is the ratio between the area (in pixels) of a candidate window and the human window.
2) The difference in the Euclidean distance between the object and the human
\[ \Delta_d(b^i_j, b^l_m, h^i, h^l) = \text{abs} \left( ||l(b^i_j, h^i)|| - ||l(b^l_m, h^l)|| \right) \]  
(10)

3) The difference in the overlap area between the object and the human (normalized by the area of the human)
\[ \Delta_o(b^i_j, b^l_m, h^i, h^l) = \text{abs} \left( \frac{b^i_j \cap h^i}{\text{area}(h^i)} - \frac{b^l_m \cap h^l}{\text{area}(h^l)} \right) \]  
(11)

where \( a \cap b \) indicates the overlapping area (in pixel) between two windows \( a \) and \( b \).

4) The difference in the relative location between the object and the human
\[ \Delta_l(b^i_j, b^l_m, h^i, h^l) = \text{abs} \left( l(b^i_j, h^i) - l(b^l_m, h^l) \right) \]  
(12)

Object-only pairwise cues.

The similarity \( \Theta_P(b^i_j, b^l_m) \) between a pair of candidate windows \( b^i_j, b^l_m \) from two images is computed as the \( \chi^2 \) difference between histograms describing their appearance. We use two descriptors. The first is a color histogram \( \Delta_c(b^i_j, b^l_m) \). The second is a bag-of-visual-words on a 3-level spatial pyramid using SURF features [30] \( \Delta_i(b^i_j, b^l_m) \) (whose vocabulary is learnt from the positive training images and is composed of 500 visual words). These cues prefer object windows with similar appearance across images.

3.4 Learning Human-Object interactions

Given the human detections \( H \) and the object windows \( B^* \) minimizing equation (3), we learn the interactions between the human and the action object as two relative spatial distributions. More precisely, we focus on relative location (eq. (7)) and relative scale (eq. (9)).

We estimate a 2D probability density function for the location of the object with respect to the human (eq. (7)) as:
\[ k_l(B^*, H) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}e^{-\frac{1}{2}(l(b^i_j, h^i) + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2)}} \]  
(13)

where \( b^i_j \in B^* \) is the selected object window in image \( I^i \), \( h^i \in H \) is the reference human detection in that image, and the scale \( \sigma \) is set automatically by a diffusion algorithm [31].

A second density is given by the scale of the object relative to the human (eq. (9)):
\[ k_s(B^*, H) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}e^{-a(b^i_j, h^i) + \frac{1}{2}\sigma^2}}} \]  
(14)

The learnt spatial relations for various actions are presented in subsec. 5.4.

Additionally we train an object appearance classifier \( \theta_t \). This classifier is a SVM on a bag-of-words representation [32] using dense SURF descriptors [30].
As positive training samples we use the selected object windows $B^*$. As negative samples we use random windows from images of other action classes.

The spatial distributions $k_l$ and $k_s$ together with the object appearance classifier $\theta_t$ constitute the action model $A = (k_l, k_s, \theta_t)$.

4 Action recognition

The previous section described how we automatically learn an action model from a set of training images $\{I\}$. Given a test image $T$ and $n$ action models $\{A^a\}_{a=1,...,n}$, we want to determine which action is depicted in it.

In sections 4.1 to 4.3 we present three descriptors, each capturing a different aspect of an image. The human-object descriptor (sec. 4.1) exploits the spatial relations and the object appearance model in $A$ (sec. 3) to localize the action object and then describes the human-object configuration. Sec. 4.2 and 4.3 present two descriptors capturing contextual information both at a global (sec. 4.2) and a local (sec. 4.3) level. Finally, in sec. 4.4 we show how we combine the different descriptors for classifying $T$.

4.1 Human-object descriptor

We compute a low-dimensional descriptor for an image (the same procedure is applied equally to either a training or a test image): (1) detect humans and keep the highest scoring one $h$ as anchor for computing Human-Object relations; (2) compute a set of candidate object windows $B$ using [28] (sec. 3.2); (3) for every action model $\{A^a\}_{a=1,...,n}$ select the window $b^a \in B$ minimizing the energy

$$E(B|h, \mu^a) = \theta^a_t(b) + \theta^a_{k_l}(h, b)^2 + \theta^a_{k_s}(h, b)$$

(15)

where $\theta^a_{k_l}(h, b)$ and $\theta^a_{k_s}(h, b)$ are unary terms based on the probability distributions $k_l$ and $k_s$ learned during training (sec. 3.4); $\theta^a_t(b)$ is the object appearance classifier, also learned during training. The optimal window can be found efficiently as the complexity of this optimization is linear in $|B|$.

For each action model $\mu^a$ we create a descriptor vector containing the energy of the three terms in eq. (15), evaluated for the selected window $b^a$. The overall human-object descriptor for the image is the concatenation over all $n$ actions and has dimensionality $3n$.

4.2 Whole-image descriptor

As shown by [1], describing the whole image using GIST [33] provides a valuable cue for action classification. This descriptor can capture the context of an action, which is often quite distinctive [34].

4.3 Pose-from-gradients descriptor

Both [1] and [2] use human pose as a feature for action recognition. In those approaches pose is represented by silhouettes [1] or limb locations [2], which are expensive to annotate manually on training images. In the same spirit of leveraging on human pose for action classification, but avoiding the additional
annotation effort, we propose a much simpler descriptor to capture pose information.

Given an image and the corresponding human detection $h$ we extract the GIST descriptor [33] from an image window obtained by enlarging $h$ by a constant factor so as to include more of the arm pose. Fig. 9 shows example human detections and the corresponding enlarged windows. While this descriptor does not require any additional supervision on the training images, it proved successful in discriminating difficult cases (see results in sec. 5.3). Moreover, it takes further advantage of using a robust human detector, such as the one in sec. 2.

### 4.4 Action classifiers

For training, we extract the descriptors of sections 4.1-4.3 from the same training images $\{I^i\}$ used for learning the human-object model (notice how only the action class label is necessary as supervision, and not human or object bounding-boxes [1, 2], human silhouettes [1], or limb locations [2]). We obtain a separate RBF kernel for each descriptor and then compute a linear combination of them. Given the resulting combined kernel we learn a multi-class SVM. The combination weights are set by cross validation to maximize the classification accuracy [35].

Given a new test image $T$, we compute the three descriptors and average the corresponding kernels according to the weights learned at training time. Finally we classify $T$ (i.e. assign $T$ an action label) according the multi-class SVM learned during training.

### 5 Experimental Results

We present action recognition results on two datasets: the 6 sports actions of [1] and a new dataset of 3 actions we collected, called the Trumpets, Bikes and Hats (TBH) dataset. The TBH dataset and the corresponding annotations will be released online upon acceptance of this paper. Section 5.1 describes the datasets. Section 5.2 presents the experimental setup, namely the two levels of supervision we evaluate on. Section 5.3 reports quantitative results and comparisons to [1] and [2]. The learned human-object interactions are illustrated in sec. 5.4.
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Figure 10: Example results on the TBH dataset for test images that were correctly classified by our approach. Two images are shown for each action class (from left to right, ‘playing trumpet’, ‘wearing hat’ and ‘riding bike’). First row: results from the weakly supervised setting WS. Second row: results from the fully supervised setting FS.

Figure 11: Example results from the sports dataset of [1] for test images that were correctly classified by our approach. One image per class is shown (from left to right: ‘cricket batting’, ‘cricket bowling’, ‘croquet’, ‘tennis forehand’, ‘tennis serve’ and ‘volleyball’). First row: weakly supervised setting setting. Second row: fully supervised setting.

Figure 12: Example failures of our method in the weakly supervised setting. The action labels indicate the (incorrect) classes the images were assigned to. The main reasons are: missed humans due to tilted pose or poor visibility (first, fourth and sixth image), similarities between different action classes (fifth image), truncation or poor visibility of the action object (second and third image).

5.1 Datasets

TBH dataset.

We introduce a new action dataset called TBH. It is built from Google Images and the IAPR TC-12 dataset [36], and contains 3 actions: ‘playing trumpet’, ‘riding bike’, and ‘wearing hat’. 
Table 1: Classification results on the sports dataset [1]: 1st row: our method with WS; 2nd row: our method with FS; 3rd row: Gupta [1] with FS-[1]; 4th row: Yao [2] with FS-[2] (they only report results for their full model). Each entry is the classification accuracy averaged over all 6 classes. Column ‘Full model’ in rows 1 and 2 includes our Human-Object spatial relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human pose</th>
<th>Pose from Gradients</th>
<th>Object appearance classifier</th>
<th>Whole-scene</th>
<th>Pose from Grad. + Whole-scene + Obj. appear. class.</th>
<th>Full model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours WS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours FS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao [2] FS-[2]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Classification results on the TBH human action dataset: (first row) our method with weak supervision, (second row) our method with full supervision. See text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pose from Gradients</th>
<th>Object appearance classifier</th>
<th>Whole-scene</th>
<th>Pose from Grad. + Whole-scene + Obj. appear. class.</th>
<th>Full model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours WS</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours FS</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Human-object spatial distributions learned in the FS setting (top) and in the WS setting (bottom). (a)-(c): relative location of the action object wrt the human ($k_l$ in sec. 3.4). Dashed boxes indicate the size and location of the human windows. (a) ‘Cricket Batting’, (b) ‘Croquet’, (c) ‘Playing Trumpet’. (d): distribution of the object scale relative to the human scale for the action ‘Volleyball’ ($k_s$ in sec. 3.4). The horizontal axis represents the x-scale and the vertical the y-scale. A cross indicates the scale of the human.

We use Google Images to retrieve images for the action ‘playing trumpet’. We manually select the first 100 images depicting the action in a set of images obtained by searching for “person OR man OR woman”, followed by the action verb (“playing”) and the object name (“trumpet”). The amount of negative images that have been manually discarded has been 25%. We split these 100
positive images into training (60) and testing (40), i.e. the same proportions as the sports dataset [1].

For the actions ‘riding bike’ and ‘wearing hat’ we collected images from the IAPR TC-12 dataset. Each image in this large dataset has an accompanying text caption describing the image. We run a natural language processor (NLP) [37] on the text captions to retrieve images showing the action. In detail, a caption should contain: (i) a subject, specified as either ‘person’, ‘man’, ‘woman’, or ‘boy’; (ii) a verb-object pair. The verb is specified in the infinitive form, while the object as a set of synonyms (e.g. ‘hat’ and ‘cap’). Due to the high quality of the captions, this process returns almost only relevant images. We manually removed just 1 irrelevant image from each class. The resulting dataset contains 117 images for ‘riding bike’ (70 training, 47 testing) and 124 images for ‘wearing hat’ (74 training, 50 testing). In the resulting TBH dataset, images are only annotated by label of the action class they depict.

Sports dataset [1].

This dataset is composed of 6 actions of people doing sports. These actions are: ‘cricket batting’, ‘cricket bowling’, ‘croquet’, ‘tennis forehand’, ‘tennis backhand’ and ‘volleyball smash’. Each action has 30 training images and 20 test images. These images come with a rich set of annotations. The approaches of [1] and [2] are in fact trained with full supervision, using all these annotations. More precisely, for each training image they need: (i) action label; (ii) ground-truth bounding-box for the action object; (iii) manually segmented human silhouette [1] or limb locations [2]. Moreover, [1] also requires (iv) a set of training images for each action object, collected from Google Images (e.g. by querying for ‘tennis racket’ and then manually discarding irrelevant images).

5.2 Experimental setups

Weakly supervised (WS).

Our method learns human actions from images labeled only with the action they contain, i.e. weakly supervised images (WS).

At training time we localize objects in the training set by applying the model presented in [3]. Given the localized objects and the humans locations we learn spatial relations as well as an object appearance classifier (sec. 3.4).

At test time we recognize human actions in test images by applying the procedure described in [4].

Fully supervised (FS).

In order to fairly compare our approach with [1] and [2], we introduce a fully supervised variant of our model, where we use (i) and (ii). Instead of (iii) we just use ground-truth bounding-boxes on the human, which is less supervision than silhouettes [1] or limb locations [2]. It is then straightforward to learn the human-object relation models and the object appearance classifier (sec. 3.4) from these ground-truth bounding-boxes. We also train a sliding-window detector [17] for the action object using the ground-truth bounding-boxes (ii). This detector then gives the appearance cue $\theta_t$ in eq. 15.
In the following we denote with FS our fully supervised setting using one human bounding-box and one object bounding box per training image. Instead, we denote by FS-[2] the setting using (i)-(iii) and FS-[1] the setting using (i)-(iv).

In the FS setup, we recognize human actions in test images by applying the procedure described in 4. In step (2) of sec. 4.1 we run the action object detector to obtain candidate windows $B$, i.e. all windows returned by the detector, without applying any threshold nor non-maxima suppression.

### 5.3 Experimental evaluation

Table 1 presents results on the sports dataset [1], where the task is to classify each test image into one of six actions. In the WS setup (first row), combining the object appearance classifier (sec. 3.4), the pose-from-gradients descriptor and the whole-image classifier improves over using any of them alone and already obtains good performance (76%). Importantly, adding the human-object interaction model (‘Full model’ column) raises performance to 81%, confirming that our model learns human-object spatial relations beneficial for action classification. Fig. 10 and fig. 11 show humans and objects automatically detected on the test images by our full method. An important point is that the performance of our model trained in the WS setup is 2% better than the FS-[1] approach of [1] and 2% below the FS-[2] approach of [2]. This confirms the main claim of the paper: our method can effectively learn actions defined by human-object interactions in a WS setting. Remarkably, it reaches performance comparable to state-of-the-art methods in FS settings which are very expensive in terms of training annotation.

The second row of table 1 shows results for our method in the FS setup. As expected, the object appearance classifier performs better than the WS one, as we can train it from ground-truth bounding-boxes. Again the combination with the pose-from-gradients descriptor and the whole-scene classifier significantly improves results (now to 80%). Furthermore, also in this FS setup adding the human-object spatial relations raises performance (‘Full model’). The classification accuracy exceeds that of [1] and is on par with [2]. We note how [2, 1] use human body part locations or silhouettes for training, while we use only human bounding-boxes, which are cheaper to obtain. Interestingly, although trained with much less supervision, our pose-from-gradients descriptor performs on par with the Human pose descriptor of [1].

Table 2 shows results on the TBH dataset, which reinforce the conclusions drawn on the sports dataset: (i) combining the object appearance classifier, pose-from-gradients and whole-scene classifier is beneficial in both WS and FS setups; (ii) the human-object interaction model brings further improvements in both setups; (iii) the performance of the full model in the WS setup is only 5% below that of the FS setup, confirming our method is a good solution for WS learning.

We note that the performance gap of the object appearance classifier between FS and WS is smaller than on the sports dataset. This might be due to the greater difference between action objects in the TBH dataset, where a weaker object model already works well. Finally, we note how the whole-scene descriptor has lower discriminative power than on the sports dataset (67% across 6 classes vs. 58% across 3 classes). This is likely due to the greater intra-class variability of backgrounds and scenes in the TBH dataset. Fig. 10 and 11 show
example results for automatically localized action objects on the test data from the two datasets. Although, as to be expected, in the FS setup our method localizes the action objects more accurately, in many cases it detects it already well in the WS setup, in spite of having trained without any bounding-box. Failure cases are shown and discussed in fig. 12.

5.4 Learned human-object interactions

Fig. 13 compares human-object spatial relations obtained from automatically localized humans and objects in the WS setup to those derived from ground-truth bounding-boxes in the FS setup (sec. 3.4). The learnt relations are clearly meaningful. The location of the Cricket Bat (first column) is near the chest of the person, whereas the croquet mallet (second column) is below the torso. Trumpets are distributed near the center of the human reference frame, as they are often played at the mouth (third column). As the fourth column shows, the relative scale between the human and the object for the 'Volleyball' action indicates that a volley ball is about half the size of a human detection (see also rightmost column of fig. 11).

Importantly, the spatial relations learned in the WS setting are similar to those learnt in the FS setting, albeit less peaked. This demonstrates that our weakly supervised approach does learn correctly human-object interactions.

6 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a novel approach for learning human-object interactions automatically from weakly labeled images. Our approach automatically determines the spatial relations between human and action relevant objects. Obtained results are comparable to a state-of-the-art fully supervised approach [2]. Future work will extend our approach to videos, where temporal information can improve the human as well as objects detections. Furthermore, temporal information can help to model variations of action as well as action sequences in time.
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